INTERNATIONAL TEAM BUILDING - TEAMWORK

Team Leader: KC

Team Members:
UM WUT QSM
UCSC

Programme (course/module) Name: English for internationalization purposes

Learning objectives:

For students:
- "Survival English" – to deal with administrative issues, health, daily interaction
- Writing documents, learning agreements, etc.
- Enhance vocabulary – academic, language related to specific purposes
- Conversation – news, international topics, cultural aspects
- Business related language – interviews, CVs, chairing, presentation

For academic faculty
- Assistance in developing lectures, tutorials, exams in English
- Assessment
- Language consultation for teachers
- Developing courses with multicultural content
- Terminology of the process of internationalization
- Writing grant applications

For administrative staff
- English as a working language
- Adapting processes to fit international standards

Teaching & Learning Method(s): Online courses
INTERNATIONAL TEAM BUILDING - TEAMWORK

Content development responsibility (in high level, based on expertise, experience, etc.):

Philippe (UM) to be in charge of technology

Other members will take charge at various points for specific goals

Technological Platform for teamwork:

Emails, Google docs, Moodle

Preferred technological platform for teaching and learning:

Depends on kind of course

Probably Moodle, with the addition Skype for video conferencing

Big Blue Button

Private channel on YouTube

"Intact"

Thank You!